Welcome to Indo-Pacific Federation Newsletter.
Welcome to the first 2008 edition of the Newsletter to the members of the Indo-Pacific Federation of the
Theosophical Society. Please share this with your friends and fellow members.
It is great to finally get this newsletter
out to you all and exciting to be able to
work with the members of the IndoPacific region to help promote the
Theosophical Society. As I have just
retired as the National President of the
Theosophical Society in New Zealand it has taken me a
little time to get myself into a position where I am free
to be able to spend time on the work ahead.

President’s Report (2004-2007)
Newsletters
The Federation Newsletter was issued
twice a year – July and December, and
distributed throughout the Indo-Pacific
region, carrying news of TS work being done by the
different component members of the Indo-Pacific
Federation.

Sri Lanka
I have some exciting things to share with you all,
including details of our triennial conference which was
hosted last November by the Philippine Section in
Manila. One of the things to come out of this
conference was the desire to have a larger Internet
presence and various tools and forums to make
communication and information flow easier. Keep an
eye on http://www.ipf-ts.org, a website for you coming
on-line soon.
We also have a new president and executive committee.
These are:
President:
John Vorstermans (NZ)
Vice-President:
S. Sundaram (India)
Treasurer:
Donald Fern (Aust)
Secretary:
Vicki Jerome (NZ)
Exec. Committee: Pedro Oliveira (Aust)
Vicente Hao Chin Jr. (Phil)
Chong Sanne (Sing)
Vicki Jerome (NZ)
Pedro Oliveira has stood down as the president after
6 years of service to the region. We are grateful for the
work Pedro has been able to do over those years,
particularly in visiting some of the countries where
Theosophy is struggling. Pedro's report of the work of
the Federation is included in this newsetter.
John Vorstermans
IPF President
president@ipf-ts.org
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As for many years the Sri Lankan Section did not have
the necessary number of active Lodges and members to be
considered a Section under the Rules of The Theosophical
Society, on 9 October 2004 Mr S. M. Jayathilake was
appointed Presidential Representative of the TS in that
country by the International President, Mrs Radha Burnier.
I visited Colombo, Galle and Badulla in October 2004,
speaking to the public, to members and to students at
several educational institutions. Since his appointment Mr
Jayathilake has been busy reorganising the Olcott Lodge in
Colombo, located at the Ananda College, which was
founded by Col. Olcott; the Olcott Lodge in Galle, located
at the Wijayananda Pirivena, where HPB and HSO took the
Panchasila and became Buddhists in May 1880. The efforts
of Brother Jayathilake are being very much encouraged by
the High Priest of the Wijayananda Buddhist Temple, Ven.
B. Gnanavisuddhi Maha Thero. The 98th death anniversary
of Col. Olcott was held there with the participation of about
200 students. Col. Olcott was also the founder of the TS
Lodge in Galle. A booklet in Sinhala about his activities in
Sri Lanka was printed and distributed. Steps are being
taken to revive the Asoka Lodge in Kandy and a new
Lodge, Uva, is being formed in Badulla.
In February 2007, the TS in Sri Lanka issued the Olcott
Centennial Commemoration Volume, which included
contributions from the President of Sri Lanka, Mr Mahinda
Rajapaksha, the US Ambassador in Sri Lanka, Mr Robert
O. Blake, the International President, Mrs Radha Burnier,
and several others, including myself.

Pakistan and India
I visited Karachi in Pakistan and Mumbai and Chennai
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in India in December 2005. There were talks to members,
to the public as well as a seminar in Karachi. In Mumbai I
helped to conduct training sessions in TS work together
with the National President of the TS in Australia, Linda
Oliveira. I also attended the International and National
Convention at Adyar and visited Colombo for two days,
where I met with officers and members of the TS in Sri
Lanka.

At the Feet of the Master – Chinese Edition
Thanks to the generosity of the Australian, New
Zealand and Philippine Sections of the TS, as well as to a
generous grant from the Non-English Publications Fund
Committee at Adyar, 5,000 copies of the Chinese edition
of At the Feet of the Master were printed by The
Theosophical Publishing House at Adyar. Over two
thousand copies have already been distributed to TS
centres across the Indo-Pacific region. A copy of it was
also sent to all General Secretaries and Presidential
Representatives of the TS world wide.

Educational Material, TS in Australia
Newly produced information leaflets, booklets and
some Theosophical Study Papers from the Australian
Section, including Col. H. S. Olcott's Inaugural Address,
were sent to all Sections and component Lodges in the
Federation. Parcels of books, magazines, study papers and
leaflets, donated by the Australian Section, were sent to
Myanmar and to Selangor Lodge in Malaysia.

the Origins of Theosophy.’
In Indonesia, I gave a lecture at the Faculty of Philosophy
of the Parahyangan University in Bandung on ‘The Perennial
Philosophy and its Application in Daily Life.’ There was also
a questions and answers session with members of Giriloyo
Lodge in that city. In Solo, I gave a public talk on
‘Understanding Violence’ and also addressed TS members.
From Solo I visited Yogyakarta, which was very affected by
the 2006 earthquake, and presented donations, collected by
the TOS in Australia, from TS members to earthquake
victims. I could see the widespread devastation in that area.
In Jakarta, I gave a lecture on ‘From Darkness to Light:
Understanding Violence’ at the Library of the Ministry of
Education. Before my departure for Australia, I attended the
commemoration of the 43rd anniversary of the TS in that
country in its present form.

Recognition and Gratitude
I would like to take this opportunity to express profound
and sincere gratitude to the Theosophical Society in
Australia, its National Council and National Executive
Committee for their active, generous and long-term support
to the work and the strengthening of the Indo-Pacific
Federation during the past six years. Nothing that was
achieved would have been achieved without the Australian
Section’s support.
Pedro Oliveira

Indonesia
Following the devastating earthquake in Yogyakarta,
the Federation, thanks to information received from
Brother Chong Sanne, President of Singapore Lodge,
circulated an appeal giving details of how to get donations
quickly to the victims.
The relief effort on behalf of the TS was coordinated by
two members of the TS Lodge in Solo which is 60 km
from Yogyakarta. There was a very good response to this
appeal and many Lodges and TS members donated
generously to help the victims of the earthquake.
I visited Singapore, Malaysia and Indonesia from 15 to
30 July 2006. Approximately 100 members attended the
talk at the Singapore Lodge on 15 July. The subject was
‘From Darkness to Light: Understanding Violence.’ In
Malaysia, I lectured at Kuala Lumpur, home of the
Selangor Lodge, and in Ipoh and Malacca, where two new
study groups are being formed. Titles of public talks
included ‘The Quest for Self-Knowledge’, ‘The Perennial
Philosophy and its Practical Application’, ‘Wisdom,
Devotion and Action: Three Paths in One’ and
‘Understanding Psychic Phenomena’. For TS members
the tiles included ‘The Purpose of the TS’ and ‘Seeking
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Indonesia
7-9 March: the East-Java region held a Study-Recreation
Camp in Batu, an apple growing mountain resort near
Malang, with 4 lectures around the Seven Manuals of
Theosophy, a workshop and morning and evening
meditations guided by several members. It was attended by
20 members from 4 lodges of the Region.
17-19 May we will have our Annual Convention in the
Sala Lodge of Surakarta, choosing the Theme: Unity of The
Lodge in Diversity (of members).
We also will celebrate the Centennial of the Sala Lodge
and Kreshna Lodge of Jakarta at the opening, elaborating on
the history of the two lodges.
A new study group under Shanti Lodge in Surabaya was
recently started in Caruban, a little town near Madiun, East
Java, guided by Bro Herry Ispoernomo our National Vice
President.
With best wishes and greetings from Jakarta, TS
Indonesia National Secretary, Andrini Martono.
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Bangladesh
We are proud to inform you all that the President of
Comilla Lodge of the Theosophical Society and TOS
Comilla, Mr. Nikhilesh Dutta, has been conferred with
a Knighthood – the title ‘Sir’ – by Her Majesty Queen
Elizabeth II. This achievement of
Brother Sir Nikhilesh Dutta is the
most important achievement of the
TS in Bangladesh. He was given
this honour because of ‘peace
making’ – promoting interreligious harmony in Bangladesh.
Sir Barrister Nikhilesh Dutta was born on 5th
January 1939 at Chittagong in a respectable Hindu
family. He was the first one who was called to the Bar
in the name of Bangladesh in the year 1972, and is
now practising in the Honourable Supreme Court of
Bangladesh since 1976.

Pakistan
All TS activities in Karachi have been suspended till
the situation improves in the country. TS activities
consisted of regular study classes, monthly public
lectures and functions pertaining to Theosophical
Society. The TS Library in Karachi, which was started
in 1911 remains open for only 5 hours from 11 am to 4
pm. As regards the TOS Pakistan, the office functions
normally and all the TOS activities are going on as
usual. Of course we have to take some security
measures, which are in place. All sponsored students
and families are allowed in the office only on
production of TOS-ID cards. All Literacy Centres [One
room schools] are functioning as usual. All in all the
TOS activities are continuing as usual and there is no
change in that. I hope the above will clarify the
situation.
Best regards, Aman Amir

Japanese translations of Theosophical literature which are
Irving S. Cooper's Theosophy Simplified, Dr. Annie Besant's
Thought Power, C.W. Leadbeater's Hidden Life in
Freemasonry, H.P. Blavatsky's The Secret Doctrine and H.P.
Blavatsky's Theosophical Glossary.
We hold monthly study meetings of the Nippon Lodge at
Tokyo, Japan, attracting audiences of eighteen. We are really
grateful for the atmosphere of freedom of thought at the
lodge meetings of the Theosophical Society. Recent studies
in the lodge meetings were based on such texts as the
Japanese translated version of H.P. Blavatsky's The Key to
Theosophy, the Japanese translated version of Vol 1-Part 1 of
H.P. Blavatsky's The Secret Doctrine and the Japanese
translated version of Vol 1 of H.P. Blavatsky's Isis Unveiled.
We also referred to the literature, Anna Kingsford's The
Virgin of the World of Hermes Mercurius Trismegistos,
Kenneth Mackenzie's Royal Masonic Cyclopedia quoted by
H.P. Blavatsky.
While we investigated the details of H.P. Blavatsky's
enormous research literature, we advanced the lodge
meeting. The subjects included profound themes from tenet
of seven cosmic principles, H.P. Blavatsky's Theosophical
synthesis of Indian philosophy, Christian religion, Jewish
religion, Egyptian religion, and evolution of Root-Races in
great cycles, background of psychic phenomena and deeper
psychological meanings of occultism and religion. We also
confirmed the significance of cultivating understanding of
profound tenets of Theosophy in the study meetings of the
Theosophical Society.
There is also a Japanese website for theosophy at
http://www.theosophyjp.org

Australia
Did you know the Australian section website has
more than 900 texts online at

http://www.austheos.org.au/campbell.htm

Japan
Recent Activities 2007-2008 of Nippon Lodge of the
Theosophical Society in Japan - from Mr. Taichi
Yamaguchi, Secretary of the Nippon Lodge of the
Theosophical Society in Japan.
We publish The Japan Theosophist which is the
bimonthly Japanese Theosophical magazine of the
Nippon Lodge of TS. The contents of our magazine are
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Future Direction of the Federation
At the triennial conference in the Philippines last
November we held a workshop to discuss the future
direction of the Federation. Some good suggestions were
put forth which relate to helping sections that are currently
struggling, providing information, resources and
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Points relating to our Internet presence

strengthening our Internet presence in the region.
If you are able to help with any of this please send me
an email at president@ipf-ts.org. We also need help
from people who are willing to help develop the
website, particularly to create sections in different
languages and help support discussion forums etc. The
web site is at http://www.ipf-ts.org

Below are some of the suggestions that were put forth.
• Help the theosophical work in smaller sections, such
as Indonesia, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, and set up
correspondence with these smaller sections and those
who may be inactive.
• Singapore and Malaysia would welcome visitors
(lecturers) travelling through to stop for a day or two
to pay a visit. This helps to sustain the interest of
members.
• Malaysia requests articles that will be helpful to their
members; invites lecturers passing through Singapore
to also come to Malaysia.
• Popularise the work and role of the Federation among
members.
• Publish leaflet which provides information about the
Federation; what it does; why it was formed; what
assistance it can provide; attractively designed
leaflets can be popular.
• The Australian section website has more than 900
texts online at www.austheos.org.au/campbell.htm.
• Can someone initiate activities or programs relating to
art and literature?
• Invite top religious leaders in the Indo-Pacific region
for an inter-religious meeting. In Mt. Helena Retreat
Centre in Perth, they do such inter-religious
gatherings where half a dozen religious leaders are
invited to talk.
• Invite also university leaders to theosophical events.
• Have a list of areas where people can help, such as in
the TOS.
• Exchange of magazines for all the member sections.
• Each section should have a copy of the handbook of
every other section.
• Invite non-member scholars as speakers and then
present them with our theosophical literature.

• Have a panel of volunteers who would be willing to
answer questions through email during conferences,
divide the group into smaller groups to discuss and then
make presentations.
• Make feedback form regarding a conference.
• Set up correspondence with the smaller sections who may
be inactive, specifically the three countries mentioned
above.
• Turn the Federation newsletter into an electronic
newsletter; it is the most effective way of reaching
members; it is cheaper; it can become a forum for
discussing future projects of the Federation.
• Create websites in the languages of countries where there
may be no theosophical presence yet, such as China. Let
the Chinese-speaking members from Singapore and
Malaysia initiate a website in Chinese.
• Make possible the downloading of theosophical talks
from the internet.
• Ask John to initiate the setting of such website for
downloading lectures.
• Set up an e-group for the Federation where people can
discuss over the web.
• Create a chatroom on the web - comment on chatroom:
very good but downside is that people can join it and can
be very rude; thus, can it be limited first to members.
Encourage the use of e-groups more than chatroom;
advantage is that there is a moderator; rude comments can
be censored.
• Publicise what is happening in countries so that other
members can also join the activities, such as retreats,
schools, lectures, etc.
• To have some art section in website, or have a display of
art works on spirituality during conferences; encourage
local artists to offer some presentations (art, etc.).
• Develop email messages, quotes, that can be forwarded to
friends; create personal blogs.

If you would like to receive this newsletter by email
then please go to the website at http://www.ipf-ts.org
and subscribe to the newsletter. Alternatively send me
an email at president@ipf-ts.org
Suggestions and contributions to the newsletter are
welcome, as are details of Theosophical activities.
Thank you, John Vorstermans
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